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TRAIN SPOTTING

Meet Your Newest Drink
of Choice (Or 5…

WHERE TO MEET A NICE SINGLE LADY ON THE EL

The Best Colorado Ski
Resort You've Never…
Blow Her Away at
Chicago's 5 Classiest…

AGONY IN SLOW
MOTION
The Secret to a Cooler
Bedroom
You, DeNiro, and Sin
City's Most Opulent V…

What could be more romantic than a ride in the El?
Many, many things — but that shouldn't stop you from trying.
Adding some heat to your daily commute, please allow us to present the top El lines for
not only getting you from point A to B, but also maybe scoring a date in the process.
GIRLS NEXT DOOR
The Red Line is a mecca for two things: Cubs flag-toting baseball fans and Chicago's
rainbow flag-toting community (maybe add homeless people to that list). More
specifically, Boystown is a single girl's safe haven. Catch her in a friendly, talkative
mood after Saturday night at an unthreatening gay club, or console her after the
Cubbies' bullpen failed yet again to hold a lead.
HIPSTER HONEYS
The Blue Line between Chicago and Logan Square is a hottie hipster oasis, full of floral
dresses and ripped shirts at "unconventional hours" (what the rest of us call
"unemployment"). Catch these wandering waifs waiting for the train on weekday
afternoons, and divert them to Big Star for a drink.
COMMUTING CUTIES
Once five o’clock rolls around, everyone wants to escape the city, but not everyone
wants to escape to the West Loop. The Green Line is an express route to the uber-chic
Fulton Market restaurant district and the uber-chic ladies who frequent it. Make a
pre-Happy Hour run to meet cute and snag numbers as they wait in night-on-the-town
stilettos by the dozens.
MOMS ON THE MAKE
Sunday morning pilates has treated these single moms very well. Catch them
post-workout in yoga pants on the Brown Line and casually suggest the babysitter stays
late tonight because mom deserves a glass of wine and some conversation that doesn't
involve baby talk.
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